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This document assumes that a client record has been created, and will cover the completion of a 

basic mortgage and insurance fact find and the use of the combined budget planner.  

The ‘Sale’ Concept 

Fact finds within the Key are associated with a specific ‘sale’. The sale may be a mortgage, 

protection/GI or secured loan sale, or a combination of products. However, the sale allows for all 

products, documentation, quotes, notes etc. to be ‘ring fenced’ in the one sale. Once complete, the 

sale can be closed although it will always remain available for reference, auditing, compliance and 

customer reviews. Any new sales (e.g. when remortgaging after a fixed period) will reuse any 

appropriate existing data, whilst ensuring that a ‘read only’ copy of the original sale remains in place. 

Over time, a client may have many sales associated with their record, enabling simple and 

straightforward storage of all information for the client.  

Accessing and Opening the Fact Find 
From within the appropriately selected client file, in the left hand navigation menu, select 

‘Client>Fact Find’. This will open the Sale Selection screen as shown below.  

 

Figure 1: Opening a Client Sale 

With a new client a ‘New Sale’ is automatically created. Before entering the Fact Find, a disclosure is 

usually issued to the client in either through the medium of a disclosure document, or as an oral 

disclosure. 

A disclosure document can be created from this screen using the highlighted 'Disclosure Document' 

button, or the date the disclosure document was issued to the client can be recorded if a pre-printed 

version was given to the client.  

Alternatively, for advisors who have the authority (through a system setup option) to issue 

disclosures orally, ticking the 'Oral Disclosure’ checkbox will enable the advisor to select the 

appropriate Oral disclosure template to read to the client. 
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Figure 2: Selecting the Disclosure Template 

In the event that the advisor would be reading an oral disclosure from a pre-printed oral disclosure 

document and therefore would not require Oral Disclosure templates to be present on the Key, 

ticking the 'Oral Disclosure’ checkbox will populate the Disclosure date field. 

Once disclosure details have been recorded, the Fact Find can be opened by clicking on ‘Open Sale’ 

button. 

Recording the level of Sales Advice issued to the Client  
The level of advice which was issued to a client for a specific sale is recorded by the use of the 

‘Advice Status’ selection list.  

 

Figure 3: Sale Advice Status 
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The ‘Advice status’ selection list defaults to a selection of ‘Advised’. Advisors who are authorised to 

carry out execution-only (non-advised) sales will also have the option to set the ‘Advice Status’ to 

‘Execution-Only’. 

If the ‘Advice status’ of a sale has been set to execution only, the user must also select an execution 

only sale ‘reason’ from the ‘Reason’ selection list. 

 

Figure 4: Execution-only Details 

A details ‘field’ is provided to input any notes which qualify the selected reason given for the 

execution-only sale. For information on how to configure a user profile within the Key to enable 

recording of execution-only sales, please refer to the “How To Setup User Profiles Within The Key” 

guide. 

Completing the Fact Find 
The first step is to confirm the type of sale being undertaken. This may be a mortgage and/or second 

charge, protection or a combination of the two. These can be selected by completing the 

appropriate checkboxes at the top of the screen.  A default option may have been created at the 

time the client was added, based on client (or lead) criteria, but these can be amended as required.  

 

Figure 5: Fact Find Type Selection 

Once the sale type has been selected, the fact find fields will appear in a series of tabs in the main 

screen.  
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Fact find fields are generally completed in the same ways: text entry, dropdown selection or the use 

of ‘radio’ buttons to select from a list of mutually exclusive options (e.g. where a ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ answer 

is required).  

Any fields that are mandatory, and that require completion for the fact find to be marked as 

complete, are indicated with an exclamation mark indicator next to the field required.  

The following sections reference each tab that appears in the fact find, with detail on specific 

questions/areas where further information may be required.  

Client Cont. Tab 

 

Figure 6: Client Cont. Tab 

 If entering ‘Yes’ for dependants, a new data entry area will appear to record details, as shown 

below. 

 

Figure 7: Client Dependants Management Screen 
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o Click ‘Add’ to enter dependant details (as shown below). Existing dependants can be 

edited or deleted by selecting them within the ‘Manage Client Dependants’ window 

and clicking on the appropriate button.  

 

Figure 8: Dependant details 

 If the ‘Date moved into current address’ is less than three years, the Previous Address 

button will be enabled. Click on this to enter previous address information as per this screen:  

 

Figure 9: Previous Address Entry 

 Answering no to ‘Are you in good health?’, or yes to ‘Do you have any religious beliefs ...’ or 

‘Have you smoked in the last 12 months’ will enable the associated ‘More’ button. Click this 

button to enter more information as per the example below, clicking Close to save: 
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Figure 10: Good Health Details 

As soon as all mandatory questions have been answered, the red cross next to the tab description 

will turn to a green tick. Click the ‘Next >>>’ button to move to the next tab, or select it directly.  

 

Figure 11: Green Tick for Completed Section 

Financials Tab 

 

Figure 12: Financials Tab 

Click the ‘More’ button to enter income information. The following screen will open: 
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Figure 13: Client Income Details 

If required, additional sources of income (secondary part time job, investments etc.) can be recorded 

by clicking the details button next to the 'Amount of other income p.a.’ field to open the ‘Additional 

Income’ table. 

 

Figure 14: Additional Income Recording 

The functionality of the ‘Additional Income’ table reflects that of other such tables within the Key; 

new entries can be added by clicking the ‘Add’ button and completing the required fields that will 

appear on screen.  

Existing entries can be amended by selecting the appropriate items and clicking the ‘Edit’ button, 

whilst entries no longer required can be deleted via the ‘Delete’ button. 

After all of the additional income details have been entered, the total of the individually recorded 

items will be displayed in the 'Amount of other income p.a.’ field within the income details screen. 

Proof of Income such as ‘pay slips’, ‘bank statements’, etc. can be added onto the client file within 

the Key by clicking the ‘Add/Scan Documents’ button to open the  ‘Add/Scan Documents’ dialogue. 
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Figure 15: Add/Scan Documents 

To add a previously scanned document, which has been saved on the PC into the client file, click the 

‘Add’ button and browse to the location on the PC in which the document resides. 

It is also possible to scan a document directly into the client file by clicking the ‘Scan’ button. 

Note: In order to scan a document directly into the client file within the Key, the selected scanner 

must be operating normally within Microsoft Windows.  Additional scanner settings are available in 

Setup>Integration>Local PC Settings.  

Complete the income information, and click OK to save. Confirm adverse status; if adverse credit is 

present select ‘Yes’ and the ‘Credit History’ screen will open: 

 

Figure 16: Adverse Credit Recording 

If ‘Yes’ has been answered to any of the last three of the highlighted adverse credit questions, a ‘More 

Details’ button will be revealed. 

Clicking the 'More Details' button will display the 'Credit History' table. 
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Figure 17: Credit History 

The functionality of the ‘Credit History’ table reflects that of other such tables within the Key; new 

entries can be added by clicking the ‘Add’ button and completing the required fields that will appear 

on screen.  

When clicking the ‘Add’ button the user is presented with the ‘Credit History – Detail’ screen  

 

Figure 18: Credit History Detail 

Populate all of the required fields and click OK to save changes. 

This will return the user to the ‘Credit History’ Table. Existing credit history entries can be amended 

by selecting the appropriate items and clicking the ‘Edit’ button, whilst entries no longer required can 

be deleted via the ‘Delete’ button. 

Details of financial commitments information can be recorded using the ‘More’ button. This will 

open the following screen: 
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Figure 19: Commitments Dialogue 

Click on Add to enter commitment information, as per the following screen: 

 

Figure 20: Commitment Details – Credit/Store Card Example 

The dropdown can be used to identify the commitment type and client this is to be associated with 

(if necessary). Once completed click OK to save the information, and repeat the process for each 

commitment. Once all have been added, click ‘Close’ on the Commitments window to save the detail 

and pass a summary of the information back to the fact find screen.  

The budget available for mortgage and protection needs will be calculated initially from the monthly 

take home pay minus the financial commitments recorded. Additional monthly expenditure can be 

recorded by clicking on the ‘Budget Planner’ button to open the combined budget planner. 
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The Combined Budget Planner 

 

Figure 21: Combined Budget Planner 

Items at the top of the budget planner are pre-populated through other data capture screens. For 

example, the Current Mortgage amount will reflect the data entered in the ‘Current Mortgage’ tab. 

These fields are greyed out to reflect this pre-population.  

To facilitate a comprehensive recording of a client’s expenditure, the budget planner includes 

additional sub screens for 'Transport', 'Utility and Other Bills' , 'General Living Costs', ‘Pensions’ , 

‘Insurances’ and ‘Savings/Investments’ and ‘Other Monthly Outgoings’.  

Recording of Transportation, Bills and General Living Costs and Other Monthly Outgoings 

The example below, which outlines the process for recording monthly Transport expenditure, is also 

applicable for the recording monthly expenditure for Utility Bills, General Living Costs or Other 

Monthly Outgoings.  

To record monthly Transport expenditure, access the Transport monthly expenditure sub screen by 

clicking the 'More' button adjacent to the 'Transport’ field.   

 

Figure 22: Recording Transport Outgoings 
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After completing the required monthly expenditure fields within the Transport sub screen click OK to 

save changes and close the screen. 

The combined total of the costs input within a monthly expenditure sub screen are displayed as a total 

value within the appropriately labelled field within the combined budget planner. 

 

Figure 23: Updated Budget Planner Screen 

Recording of Expenses for Pensions, Insurances, Savings or Investments 

The process for recording expenses accumulated for Pensions, Insurance and Savings/Investments, 

differs to that for the recording of ‘Transport’, 'Utility and Other Bills', 'General Living Costs' and 

‘Other Monthly Outgoings’. Pensions, Insurances, Savings/Investments are recorded within an 

‘Existing Plans’ sub screen. 

Within the Combined Budget Planner dialogue, click the ‘More’ button which is adjacent to either 

the Pensions, Insurances and Savings/Investments field. 

This will reveal the existing plans dialogue: 
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Figure 24: Existing Plans Dialogue 

Clicking the ‘New’ button will display the ‘Product Summary’ dialogue.   

To record a Saving/Investment set the product type selection list to ‘Investment’ and set the 

appropriate Saving/Investment from the sub type selection list. 

 

Figure 25: Existing Plans Data Entry 

To record Savings/Investments policies that are being used as a repayment vehicle, tick the ‘Policy is 

being used as a repayment strategy for an interest only mortgage?’ checkbox.  

The total expenditure of all existing Savings/Investments is recorded within the ‘Savings/Investment’ 

field within the combined budget planner dialogue. 

The total expenditure of any repayment vehicles that form an ‘Interest Only Repayment Strategy’ 

are contained within the ‘Interest Only Repayment Strategy’ field. 
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Figure 26: Budget Planner Highlighting Interest Only Repayments 

Recording of Monthly Insurance Expenditure 

To record monthly expenditure accumulated through existing insurance policies within the 

combined budget planner dialogue, click the ‘more’ button adjacent to the Insurances field to reveal 

the existing plans dialogue. 

From within the existing plans dialogue, click the ‘New’ button. 

 

Figure 27: Existing Plans New Button 

If not already applied, set the ‘Product Type’ selection list to Insurance, and select the appropriate 

policy from the ‘Sub Type’ selection list. 
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Figure 28: Existing Plan Detail - Sub Type 

The total expenditure of all existing insurance policies are recorded within the combined budget 

planner’s ‘Insurances’ field. 

Complete any remaining information as required. The ‘Open Calculator’ button provides a quick link 

to the Windows calculator application if required. Once complete, click OK. 

Employment Tab 

 

Figure 29: Employment Tab 

The data capture options will vary according to the status of the main employment. Select 

‘Employed’, ‘Self Employed’, ‘Retired’ or ‘Not Employed from the ‘Main Employment Status’ 

dropdown. If either ‘Retired’ or ‘Not Employed’ is selected, no further detail is required. Otherwise, 

click on ‘More’ to enter additional employment details.  
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Figure 30: Employed Details Screen 

The ‘Employed Details’ screen will change according to the ‘Basis of employment’ selected (mainly if 

‘Contract’ has been selected). Complete the information as required, using ‘Contact Details’ to add 

information relating to the employer if required. When entering ‘Occupation / Job Title’, start typing 

in the required job title and the Key will present a list of matching occupations to select from.  

 

Figure 31: Self Employed Details Screen 

If ‘Self Employed’ has been selected as the ‘Main Employment Status’, the screen above will be 

displayed, showing a different set of data requirements.  

The other mandatory field within the ‘Employment’ tab is for the client’s ‘Expected Retirement Age’. 

The adjacent ‘State Pension Age’ field is automatically calculated from the client’s age and gender, 

and cannot be amended.  

Current Mortgage 

Note that there is no red cross/green tick on this screen, as current mortgage details are not 

mandatory (primarily as the client(s) may not have a current mortgage).  
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Figure 32: Add Current Mortgage 

Upon initially entering the Current Mortgage tab a blank screen will be displayed. To add a current 

mortgage, click the ‘Add another current mortgage’ button. The screen will change to the following: 

 

Figure 33: Current Mortgage Data Entry 

There are no mandatory fields for the current mortgage data, although more information will enable 

a better assessment of current circumstances especially where a Remortgage is being considered.  

 Lender: this displays a list of all providers already on the system. If the required lender is not 

listed, it can be added simply by typing the name into the box directly 

 Owner: this drop down can be used to determine whether the current mortgage details apply 

to applicant 1, applicant 2 or both 
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 Are there any penalties…: If ‘Yes’ is selected, new questions will be revealed to record 

additional information in relation to the penalties that will apply.  

 

Figure 34: Penalty Information 

Once information has been added, clicking ‘Add another current mortgage’ will enable the details of 

another mortgage to be recorded against the client. In addition, the drop down next to select 

mortgage will allow the appropriate current mortgage to be selected by showing the name of the 

lender and associated applicant(s).  

All current mortgages added will appear in the client’s products list within Client>Products. 

New Mortgage/Loan 
The New Mortgage/Loan tab records details of the mortgage or second charge being considered. 

Upon accessing the tab, the screen will only display the ‘Loan Purpose’ dropdown. Once the purpose 

has been selected, the rest of the screen will populate.  

Mortgage Products 

The Mortgage/Loan tab for mortgage products consists of three sections (note remortgage products 

are noted later): 

 Mortgage/Loan: records the loan purpose and financial information such as purchase price, 

LTV and so forth 

 Property: records property information such as the address, tenure and construction 

information 

 Preferences: records record the client’s preferences for the type of mortgage required. As 

such, it will record product requirements as well as ‘attitude to risk’ information. 

Information recorded in these screens will be passed through to form the basis of mortgage 

sourcing.  
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Figure 35: New Mortgage/Loan Tab 

Mortgage Tab 

 Complete the loan information, repayment method etc. 

 If ‘Yes’ is entered for borrowing an additional amount complete the amount and select the reason 

for additional borrowing from the drop down.  

 

Figure 36: Additional Borrowing Details 

 Complete the funds available and source of funds 

 Confirm willingness to prove income 

Property Tab 

 Complete the property address (if known). Note that this can be copied from a pre-existing 

property on the client’s file by selecting it from the relevant drop down.  

 Complete other property information by entering the data directly or, in the case of type and 

tenure, selecting from the drop down. If a tenure of leasehold is selected, enter the remaining 

lease period as requested.  

 Confirm construction details. If non-standard, use the ‘More’ button to add detailed information. 

 Confirm whether the purchase is on a shared ownership basis or not. If yes, click ‘More’ to open 

the ‘Shared Ownership Details’ window as shown below: 
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Figure 37: Shared Ownership Details 

 Confirm whether this is to be the only property owned. If ‘no’, complete the additional questions 

that will appear.  

Preferences Tab 

This screen is also made up of multiple tabs, and designed to record the client’s preferences for the 

type of mortgage required. As such, it will record product requirements as well as ‘attitude to risk’ 

information.  

 

Figure 38: Mortgage Preferences Tab 1 of 2 
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Figure 39: Mortgage Preferences Tab 2 of 2 

 Complete the radio buttons as ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ as appropriate 

o If ‘Yes’ is selected, enter details as to the reason in the data field that appears 

 For Attitude to risk 

o Enter a percentage figure that reflects the client’s attitude to each statement. In 

essence, the top statement reflects interest only mortgages with a repayment vehicle 

and the lower percentage would represent a repayment mortgage. Entering a figure 

in one will automatically enter a figure in the other to total 100%. 

o The bottom radio buttons enable a client to confirm that they have no wish to repay 

the capital, i.e. an interest only product with no associated repayment vehicle. 

o Note that any response other than for a pure repayment mortgage may trigger the 

‘Interest Only Mortgage Questionnaire’ (if this has been configured as part of 

Setup>General>Other Documents.  

Remortgage Cases 

Remortgage cases differ only in the ‘New Mortgage/Loan’ tab. 
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Figure 40: Remortgage Case 

The main differences are: 

 The ability to select an ‘Existing Mortgage’ – this dropdown is populated from the details 

recorded in the Current Mortgage tab 

 If an additional amount is being borrowed, two additional questions are presented: 

o Second Charge to be considered? 

 If yes, a new question will appear asking if the Second Charge is to be an 

advised sale 

o Is a Further Advance to be considered? 

 In both cases, the ‘More’ button allows for additional details to be recorded 

Second Charge Products 

If ‘Second Charge’ is selected as the loan purpose, then only the ‘New Mortgage/Loan’ and 

‘Property’ tabs will be displayed. The property tab remains the same, but some changes are made in 

the ‘New Mortgage/Loan’ tab. 
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Figure 41: Second Charge Case 

The points of difference to mortgage cases are: 

 The reason for the second charge is recorded through the dropdown field 

 Confirmation is required as to whether: 

o A remortgage is to be considered 

o The second charge is an advised sale 

o A further advance is to be considered 

 The presence of a ‘Second Charge’ button if any integration partners have been enabled in 

Setup > Integrations 

Insurance 

If ‘Protection/GI’ has been selected as a fact find type, then the Insurance tab will appear for 

completion. This tab is itself made up of a series of tabs depending upon the insurance needs of the 

client(s). In all cases, the first tab that appears is the ‘Cover Required’ tab, as shown below. 
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Figure 42: Insurance>Cover Required Tab 

Note that the buttons referencing ‘MultiBenefit’ will only appear if that integration has been 

enabled.  

Completing the radio buttons on this screen will enable other tabs for more detailed completion, or 

require a reason why the cover is not required. Once completed, the screen will appear something 

like the one below: 
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Figure 43: Insurance>Cover Required Completed 

Life and Critical Illness Tab 

 

 

Figure 44: Life and CI Tab 

Additional needs can be added through the use of the Add new need button above, when the button 

is selected the following will be displayed where you can create the following needs Life Only, Life 

and Critical Illness or Critical Illness only. 

 

Figure 45: Need Specification 

In addition to the data entry elements, the most important question here is ‘Who is the protection 

for?’; this will enable the options of ‘1st Applicant’, ‘2nd Applicant’, ‘Joint’ or ‘Both’ (depending on the 

number of clients on the fact find). 
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Figure 46: Confirming 'Protection For' and Launching Integrations 

The button marked ‘Life’ will launch into any appropriate insurance integrations that have been set 

up. Note that the label for this button is configurable, and so a different wording may be present.  
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Income Protection (PHI) 

 

Figure 47: Income Protection (PHI) Tab 

An initial tick is required in the ‘Income Protection (PHI) is required’ box, along with confirmation of 

who the protection is for. In the example, the income protection sourcing is launched from the 

‘Income Protection’ button. Note that the label for this button is configurable, and so a different 

wording may be present. 
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PPI/ASU 

 

Figure 48: PPI/ASU Tab 

As with income protection, a tick is initially required at the top of the screen, and confirmation as to 

who the protection is for is needed. In this case, the ASU sourcing is launched from the ‘ASU Quote’ 

button. Note that the label for this button is configurable, and so a different wording may be 

present. 

Buildings/Contents 

There are two tabs here – one for buildings insurance and one for contents (depending on the 

answers given to the cover required questions).  

In the example screenshot, the ‘Quote’ button will launch any installed B&C sourcing applications.  
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Figure 49: Buildings and Contents Tab>Buildings 

 

Figure 50: Buildings and Contents Tab>Contents 
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Existing Plans 
As with current mortgage, this is not a mandatory area of the fact find (as the client(s) may not have 

any existing plans). However, if required, it does allow for details of plans currently held by the client 

to be recorded. This screen will also display any existing plans already recorded as part of the 

income detail collection.   

To add an existing plan: 

 Click on the New button 

 

 

Figure 51: Existing Plans Tab 

 In the subsequent Product Summary window: 

 

Figure 52: Existing Plans Detail 
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 Select the Product Type of Insurance or Investment (default of Insurance) 

 Select the product sub type 

 Confirm the owning client 

 Complete additional information as appropriate to the product type 

 Enter additional product information within the Product Description area at the bottom of the 

window 

 Click Close to save the information and return to the Existing Plans screen. 

Additional plans can be added by clicking on the ‘New’ button, or existing plan information can be 

amended by selecting the appropriate plan and clicking on the ‘Open’ button. 

All plans added here will appear in the client’s Product Details area. 

Please note that if monthly expenditure has already been recorded for existing insurance policies, 

investments, savings or pension plans, the ‘Existing Plans’ tab will already be populated with the 

information which was recorded within the combined budget planner. 

Notes 
Throughout the fact find process additional client notes can be added. There are three options for 

adding notes: 

 Clicking on the Notes tab and entering client notes therein 

 Using the notes panel on the right hand side of the screen (if the screen resolution of the 

computer being used is sufficient, otherwise this screen area will not appear) 

 Accessing the client notes, within Client>Notes 

Using the Notes tab: 

 

Figure 53: The Notes Tab 
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 Check the already recorded notes to prevent duplication. 

 Click in the box under ‘Add Note’ and add required text.  

 Click the checkbox next to Private if required 

 Click the checkbox next to Text Message if the note is to be sent to the client as a text message as 

well as recorded in the client file. Note that the text messaging functionality must be setup up in 

Setup>Integration before this functionality is enabled. 

 Confirm whether this is a ‘Client’ note, or a ‘Sale’ note. 

 Select a ‘Category’ to be associated with the note (if required, and if categories have been 

defined). 

 Note that if no categories have been defined in the Setup area of the Key, the Category 

dropdown will not appear.   

 To check the spelling of the note prior to submitting it to the client file, right click in the ‘Add Note’ 

field and select ‘Spell Check’.  

 

Figure 54: Spellchecking a Note 

 Words that either have been spelt incorrectly or are not recognised by the dictionary will appear 

in red and italics. 
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Figure 55: Example of Incorrect Spelling 

 As with other spell checking applications, clicking the right mouse button on a word which has 

been identified as an incorrectly spelt word will either offer a spelling correction, the option to 

ignore the word or to add the Key’s dictionary. 
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Figure 56: Spelling Correction Options 

 After reviewing the spelling, click on the Add button to add the note to the client file.  

Using the Notes panel:  

 

Figure 57: Right Panel Notes 

As can be seen in the screenshot, this follows the same process as for entering notes in Notes tab, 

but provides access in a panel that is available throughout the fact find process if the user’s screen 

resolution is sufficient.  
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Navigating to Client>Notes 

 

Figure 58: Notes within the Client Menu 

As can be seen in the screenshot, this follows the same process as for entering notes in Notes tab 

and the notes panel. 

END 


